Let X be a topological space, F a Banach space, ƒ a mapping of X into F. The mapping ƒ is said to be normally solvable (following a sort of terminology due to Hausdorff for linear operators) if its image f(X) is closed in F, with F given its strong topology. The objective of the theory of normally solvable mappings is to establish conclusions on the fine structure of the image setf(X) from the hypothesis that f(X) is closed in F together with hypotheses concerning the asymptotic direction set D X (J) of ƒ at various points x of/, (conclusions which are also described as extensions of the Fredholm alternative to such nonlinear mappings/). The concept of asymptotic direction set is defined as follows: DEFINITION 
lies inf(X).
A global analogue of Theorem 1 is the following: Using Proposition 1, we obtain the following specializations of these results: COROLLARY PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let S=*f(X), and suppose that d 0 = dist(;y, S)>0. We shall deduce a contradiction. For a given e>0, which we shall specify later in the proof, we may choose a point s in S such that If the constant r of the hypothesis exceeds do, we may choose e>0 so small that do+esdo^r. If r=do, we choose e = 0, s = So, and x automatically lies in f^(Brly)).
In both cases, we may choose € sufficiently small so that x lies inf~l(B r {y)).
Finally we conclude the proof by deducing that D x (f)r\lnt(C) is nonempty for small e which contradicts our preceding argument. We choose e so small that p+eps <q. Then (so+£w) lies in the interior of the ball B, i.e. %w lies in the interior of (B-SQ). Hence %w lies in the interior of C, and so does w itself, i.e.
wÇ.D x (J)r\lnt{C). This contradiction to the initial assumption that do is positive establishes the validity of the theorem, q.e.d. 
